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Abstract 

 
In this paper we present a novel volumetric shape 

from silhouette algorithm based on a centripetal pen-
tahedron model. The algorithm first partitions the 
space with a set of infinite triangular pyramids derived 
from a geodesic sphere. Then the pyramids are cut by 
silhouettes into a set of pentahedrons, which together 
constitute the centripetal pentahedron model of the 
visual hull. This process is accelerated by pre-
computed polar silhouette graphs (PSGs) and reduced 
PSGs. Finally a mesh surface model is extracted by 
marching pentahedrons. Our algorithm has the advan-
tages of robustness, speediness and preciseness. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Shape from silhouettes (SfS) computes the visual 
hull [1] from a set of calibrated images using only sil-
houette information. Since it was first proposed by 
Baumgart [2], SfS has attracted the interests of re-
searchers and many SfS algorithms have been pro-
posed. Surface-based algorithms [2-4] calculate a po-
lygonal visual hull model by intersecting viewing 
cones. Such algorithms are precise and fast for simple 
reconstructions. But they lack robustness [5]. One rea-
son is that intersections of viewing cones are generally 
not well defined and thus sensitive to numerical 
instabilities. As more images are used and more 
precisely the contours are approximated, the per-
formance of surface-based algorithms falls quickly. 

Existing volumetric algorithms [6-8] subdivide the 
space containing the object by cubic voxels and work 
by voxel carving. Octree [9] is used to accelerate voxel 
carving [7,8]. After building the volumetric model, a 
mesh surface can be extracted by a marching cube al-
gorithm [10]. The voxel-based algorithms are robust, 

making them popular in applications. But the recon-
structed models are not precise and suffer from quanti-
zation artifacts since the real positions of the visual 
hull surface in a voxel are never known. Because in-
ternal elements have to be processed, voxel-based al-
gorithms are slow. 

Image-based approach [11] represents the visual 
hull by line segments along viewing lines passing 
through pixels of the desired image. It can be used to 
produce textured renderings but it never produces a 
view-independent geometric model. 

In this paper, we present a novel volumetric SfS al-
gorithm based on a novel centripetal pentahedron 
model (pent-model). The algorithm first partitions the 
space with a set of infinite triangular pyramids derived 
from a geodesic sphere. Then the pyramids are cut in 
2D by silhouettes into a set of pentahedrons which 
constitute the pent-model of the visual hull. This proc-
ess is accelerated by the pre-computed polar silhouette 
graphs (PSGs) and reduced PSGs. Finally, a mesh 
surface model is extracted by marching pentahedrons. 
The algorithm has the advantages of robustness, 
speediness and preciseness. The contributions of this 
paper include (1) the pent-model and the SfS algorithm 
based on it, (2) two efficient representations of silhou-
ettes, i.e., the PSG and the reduced PSG, (3) an adap-
tive strategy for adjusting the resolution to fit the shape 
of the object, and (4) a marching pentahedron algo-
rithm for surface extraction. 

 
2. The centripetal pentahedron model 

 
Given a point O  in 3D space, we construct a geo-

desic sphere centered at O , which is a polygonal ap-
proximation of the sphere and can be constructed re-
cursively from a regular icosahedron. The ray iOV  
from O  to a vertex iV  of the geodesic sphere is called 
a sampling ray. Each triple of sampling rays passing 
through the vertices of a triangle of the geodesic 
sphere defines an infinite triangular pyramid. The This work is partially supported by Program for New Century Excel-

lent Talents in University, NCET-05-03 34. 
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pyramids derived from all triangles partition the 3D 
space, as shown in Figure 1 (a). A pentahedron cut 
from an infinite pyramid is defined by 3 pairs of points 
on the 3 sampling rays (lateral edges). Here we take a 
tetrahedron as a reduced pentahedron. A set of penta-
hedrons cut from the pyramids, which approximately 
fill the volume of an object with the vertices on the 
object surface, is called a centripetal pentahedron 
model or simply a pent-model of the object. The verti-
ces of the pentahedrons serve as the sampling points. 
The distance between O  and a vertex is referred to as 
the radius. Figure 1 (b) shows the way of representing 
a piece of solid by 4 centripetal pentahedrons. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Space partition by pyramids; (b) 
representing a piece of solid by 4 centripe-

tal pentahedrons. 

The center O  is generally posited around the geo-
metric center of the object to be modeled. For SfS, it 
can be estimated automatically by the initial volume 
estimation techniques for voxel-based algorithms [12]. 

 
3. Overview of our algorithm 

 
The algorithm is separated into 3 parts, image proc-

essing, model building, and surface extraction. Space 
partition with pyramids (geodesic sphere construction) 
and pyramid cut are integrated in a recursive procedure 
in the 2nd part. The pseudo-code is shown in Figure 2. 
Image pre-processing separates the object from back-
ground and computes the PSGs and reduced PSGs, 
which are defined in Sec. 4. The technique of surface 
extraction is discussed in Sec. 8. A multi-resolution 
geodesic sphere is obtained by subdividing the trian-
gles of a regular icosahedron adaptively until desired 
precision is achieved. We discuss the adaptive strategy, 
implemented by IsPrecise( ), in Sec. 6. Pyramid cut is 
performed in 4 steps. First, the pyramid is projected 
onto each image. This is implemented by projecting 
the 3 sampling rays. Second, the projected pyramid is 
intersected by silhouettes into a set of hexagons, which 
is implemented by PyramidCut2D( ) and discussed in 
Sec. 5. Third, the hexagons are back-projected into 3D 
to be a set of pentahedrons. This is done by back-

projecting the polar radii of the vertices. Fourth, the 
intersections of pentahedrons derived from different 
images are computed by IntersectPents( ). Each inter-
section is approximated by a pentahedron that is de-
fined by the intersections of the lateral edges of the 
pentahedrons. 

 
SfS ( ) { 

pre-process images; 
construct a regular icosahedron; 
for each triangle ABC∆  of the icosahedron 
    Subdivide ( ABC∆ , 0); 
ExtractSurface( ); 

} 
Subdivide (triangle ABC∆ , int depth ) { 

if (IsPrecise( ABC∆ , depth ) ) 
PyramidCut( OABCPrm ); 

else { 
  subdivide ABC∆  into 4 sub-triangles; 
for each of the sub-triangles Sub∆  

      Subdivide( Sub∆ , depth  + 1); 
} 

} 
PyramidCut (pyramid Prm ) { 

_pent list = Prm ; 
for each silhouette image I { 
    Prm′ = ( )Prj Prm ; 
  _hexagon list =PyramidCut2D ( Prm′ , I ); 

    _ 2pent list =BackPrj ( _hexagon list , Prm ); 
_pent list = IntersectPents( _pent list , 

_ 2pent list ); 
} 
add pentahedrons in _pent list  into the pent-

model; 
} 

Figure 2. Pseudo-code of the SfS algorithm. 

Let m  stand for the number of images, u v×  for the 
resolution of input images, p  for the number of pyra-
mids, and t  for the number of pentahedrons. The time 
cost of image processing is ( )O m u v⋅ ⋅ . The time com-
plexity of PyramidCut2D( ) is ( )1O , so model building 
can be finished in ( )O m p⋅ . The time complexity of 
mesh extraction is ( )O t . 

 
4. Intermediate representations of silhou-
ettes 

 
From projective geometry [13] we know that all 

sampling rays project to a pencil of rays emitted from 
( )Prjo O=  in 2D, which can be processed efficiently 

in a polar coordinate system centered at o . So we in-
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troduce the polar silhouette image (PSI) which is the 
representation of the silhouette in the polar coordinate 
system, with x -axis standing for the polar angle and 
y -axis for the radius. Figure 3 shows a teapot silhou-

ette and the corresponding PSI.  
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) The teapot silhouette; (b) the corre-
sponding PSI. 

The PSI can be compactly described by a polar sil-
houette graph (PSG). As is illustrated in Figure 4, each 
vertex v  of the PSG represents a vertical line segment 
inside the silhouette regions in the PSI. An edge e  
denotes the connectivity between line segments in ad-
jacent columns. If a vertex 0v  is connected with its 
right neighbor 1v  by e , e  is called the right edge of 

0v  and the left edge of 1v . The edges connecting the 
vertices in the left-most and right-most columns are 
called revolving edges. 

A vertex v  is represented by the starting and ending 
y  coordinates in the PSI, a left edge list, a right edge 

list and a string ID. All vertices with the same x  coor-
dinate are organized as an ordered vertex list [ ]vList x . 
The PSG is represented by the array of [ ]vList x , for 

0, , 1x w= − , where w  is the width of the PSI. With 
the PSG, all intersections between a projected sam-
pling ray and the silhouette contours can be easily re-
trieved from [ ]vList x  by the polar angle x . 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) The polar silhouette image, which 
is 5 pixels wide; (b) the corresponding PSG. 

e  is called a simplex edge, if e  connects 0v  with its 
right neighbor 1v  in a PSG, and e  is the only right 
edge of 0v  and the only left edge of 1v . 0v  and 1v  are 

called intimate vertices and denoted by 0 1

e
v v . A 

PSG can be simplified by replacing a string of intimate 

vertices 
0 11

0 1

ne ee

nv v v
−

 with a single vertex V . The 
left edges of V  are set to those of 0v ; the right edges 
of V  are set to those of nv . If a PSG is continuously 
simplified till there is no simplex edge except the re-

volving edges, the result is a reduced PSG. Figure 5 
illustrates the reduced PSG of a teapot silhouette.  

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) The PSI of a teapot; (b) the corre-
sponding reduced PSG. 

The reduced PSG is represented by an adjacency 
list. A vertex is represented by the span in x  coordi-
nate, a left edge list and a right edge list. The index of 
a vertex in the reduced PSG is referred to as the string 
ID. The reduced PSG is computed by scanning the 
PSG in one pass. On computing the reduced PSG, the 
string IDs are recorded in the vertices of the PSG, 
which denote the strings they belong to. 

 
5. Pyramid cut in 2D 

 
In the PSI each projected pyramid occupies a verti-

cal strip. Intersecting the projected sampling rays, or 
simply prj-rays, with silhouettes results in a set of ver-
tical line segments. To keep the topology tractable, so 
that a set of hexagons can be obtained, we intersect the 
prj-rays with the connected silhouette regions, or sim-
ply conn-regions, within the strip. The conn-regions in 
the strip are classified into 3 types as shown in Figure 
6. Type I: the conn-region does not “penetrate 
through” the strip. We simply discard such conn-
regions. Type II: the conn-region “penetrates through” 
the strip and is filled. For this case, the intersections 
between the 3 prj-rays and the contours are used to 
construct a hexagon. Type III: the conn-region “pene-
trates through” the strip, but there are “holes” in it. We 
change this type of conn-regions to type I by filling 
holes (only on the 3 prj-rays by discarding the internal 
intersections). Note that filling holes may bring some 
errors, which makes the vertices of the pentahedrons 
not be precisely located on the visual hull surface. But 
usually the influence is trivial. For one thing, for most 
solid and smooth objects, Type III conn-regions sel-
dom appear. For another, pyramid cut is determined by 
silhouettes from all views, so the modification on one 
silhouette does not necessarily affect the final result of 
pyramid cut, and the influence is often inappreciable if 
enough images are available. 

Figure 7 shows the pseudo-code of the pyramid cut 
in 2D with pre-computed PSGs and reduced PSGs. 
The routine ExtractConnRegions( ) computes the 
conn-regions within the strip by traversing the reduced 
PSG within the x -span of the projected pyramid. Each 
conn-region is represented by a set of string IDs. Max-
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Span( ) computes the minimal starting and the maximal 
ending y  coordinates of the vertices. Supposing the 
mean number of intersections between a prj-ray and 
silhouette contours and the mean number of vertices in 
a reduced PSG contained by a projected pyramid are 
both bounded by a small constant, the average asymp-
totic running time of PyramidCut2D( ) is ( )1O . 

 

  
I II III 

Figure 6. Three types of connected silhou-
ette regions in a vertical strip in which the 

pyramid is projected. 

 
hexagon-list PyramidCut2D (PrjPyramid Prm′ , 
PSG PSG , Reduced-PSG rPSG ) { 

_ConnRegion list = ExtractConnRe-
gions( rPSG , Prm′  ); 

for each penetrating through conn-region CG  in 
_ConnRegion list { 

for each edge e  of Prm′  
. .hexagon e span = MaxSpan({ v }: v ∈  

. .PSG Prm e polarAngle⎡ ⎤′⎣ ⎦  and .v stringID CG∈ ); 
put hexagon  in hexagon-list hl ; 

} 
return hl ; 

} 

Figure 7. Pseudo-code of pyramid cut in 2D.

 
6. A simple adaptive strategy 

 
We use an adaptive strategy which samples the far-

thest visual hull surface (from O ) approximately 
evenly. If 0n  is designated as the times of subdivision 
of the icosahedron facets at the radius 0R , for a pyra-
mid, the maximal radius of the sampling points on the 
lateral edges of which is R , the times of subdivision 
should be not less than 

 ( )
0

0 0

2 0

if

log otherwiseR
R

n R R
n

n

⎧ <⎪⎪⎪= ⎨⎡ ⎤⎪ +⎪⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎪⎩
. (1) 

0n  decides the minimal times of subdivision; when 0n  
is fixed, 0R  decides the density of sampling. 

After the pent-model is built, a post-processing is 
performed to make each lateral face (of the pyramid) 
shared just by 2 adjacent pyramids. As shown in Fig-
ure 8, for a boundary pyramid OABCPrm  the lateral 
faces of which are shared by multiple adjacent pyra-

mids, we replace OABCPrm  with a fan of pyramids 
sharing a common sampling ray passing through the 
centroid of ABC∆ . The new pyramids are then cut 
into pentahedrons by silhouettes and added into the 
pent-model to replace those cut from OABCPrm . 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Post-processing of the boundary 
pyramids (represented by triangles). (a) The 
case before processing; (b) the case after 

processing. 

 
7. Acceleration by catching 

 
Each sampling ray is shared by multiple adjacent 

pyramids. The projection and back-projection opera-
tions are actually performed on sampling rays. So the 
algorithm can be accelerated by caching the projected 
polar angle and the back-projected radii (of vertices) 
with respect to each image for all sampling rays. The 
space complexity of the algorithm with catching is 
( )O m q⋅ , where m  stands for the number of images 

and q  for the number of sampling rays. 
 

8. Surface extraction 
 
We compute the boundary surface of the pent-

model by marching pentahedrons. For each pentahe-
dron, the top and bottom faces are always on the 
boundary. So the main problem is to pick out the 
boundary regions of the lateral faces. We compute 
them on the common lateral faces shared by pairs of 
adjacent pyramids. Let 1Prm  and 2Prm  stand for the 
two pyramids sharing a common lateral face F , 

1is F∈  for the lateral face of the i th pentahedron in 

1Prm , 2 js F∈  for the lateral face of the j th pentahe-
dron in 2Prm . 1 1ii

S s=∪ , 2 2 jj
S s=∪ . The boundary 

face regions 1 1i ib s∈  and 2 2j jb s∈  are computed as 

 1 1 2

2 2 1

i i

j j

b s S
b s S

⎧ = −⎪⎪⎨⎪ = −⎪⎩
. (2) 

 
9. Experiments 

 
We present experimental results on both synthetic 

images and real photos. Comparisons were made be-
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tween our algorithm (pent-algorithm) and the octree-
based algorithm (octree-algorithm) [7], both of which 
belong to the volumetric approaches and have the ad-
vantage of robustness. For the octree-algorithm, we 
used the half-distance transform [7] to accelerate the 
silhouette inclusion test and used a huge buffer so that 
no duplicated projection operation was performed. All 
input images were 600 398×  pixels. Our algorithm 
resampled the silhouette images in polar coordinates 
with an angular step of 0.5 degree and a radial step of 
1 pixel. The algorithms ran on a desk-top computer 
with a Pentium IV 3.2GHz CPU and 1G main memory. 
The results of reconstructing a deer model from 36 
synthetic images are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and 
Figure 9. The pent-algorithm used an adaptive resolu-
tion which subdivided the facets of the icosahedron 3-
7 times. The model building routine worked in a per-
pyramid fashion and performed totally 28,337 pyramid 
cut operations. The projection and back-projection 
operations were partaken by adjacent pyramids and 
performed actually on 15,385 sampling rays. The final 
model contained 38,823 pentahedrons. The algorithm 
totally took 2.60s. In contrast, the octree-algorithm 
subdivided the initial volume 4-8 times. It had to check 
the occupancy of totally 369,000 voxels including 
those carved away and those in high levels that did not 
present in the final model. Checking a voxel involves 
manipulating its 8 vertices (grid points). The projection 
operations were performed on 400,927 different grid 
points. The final model contained 251,177 voxels. The 
algorithm took 20.70s. The number of sampling rays 
was much less than the number of grid points, so the 
pent-algorithm used much less memory space for 
catching. Because the pent-model discretizes the 3D 
space in only 2 dimensions, each sampling point can 
be precisely located on the visual hull surface. So 
quantization artifacts were eliminated in most regions 
represented by the top and bottom faces of the penta-
hedrons. Artifacts may appear in the regions repre-
sented by the lateral faces of the pentahedrons. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 9 (d), such regions composed 
only a small proportion of the entire surface. So, the 
reconstructed model was smooth as a whole, as can be 
seen from the continuity of gray levels of the rendering 
in Figure 9 (c). In contrast, the precise positions of the 
visual hull surface in a voxel are never known, so the 
model reconstructed by the octree-algorithm, as shown 
in Figure 9 (b), showed apparent quantization artifacts 
in the whole surface. 

For experiments on real photos, we used an acquisi-
tion system composed of a fixed Nikon D70 camera 
and a turntable. Both camera and turntable were cali-
brated imperfectly. Objects to be modeled were placed 
on the turn table  and  36  photos  were  taken every 10 

Table 1. Running time (seconds) of recon-
structing a deer model. 

algo-
rithm 

image 
 processing

model 
building 

surface ex-
traction 

pent 0.61 1.85 0.14 
octree 0.51 19.81 0.38 

Table 2. Numeric results of reconstructing a 
deer model. 

algo-
rithm

subdi-
visions

pyramid 
cut/voxel 
carving 

sampling 
rays/grid 

points 

pents 
/voxels 

pent 3-7 28,337 15,385 38,823 
octree 4-8 369,000 400,927 251,177

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 9. Reconstructing a deer model from 
synthetic images. (a) One of the 36 input im-
ages; (b) the model reconstructed by the oc-

tree-algorithm; (c) the model reconstructed by 
the pent-algorithm; (d) the regions represented 

by the lateral faces of pentahedrons. 

degrees for each object. The results of reconstructing 
two statues by the pent-algorithm are shown in Figure 
10. The total time costs were 4.37s and 4.46s respec-
tively. From Figure 10 we can see that the pent-
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algorithm well reconstructed the geometries of the 
statues, except the concave structures (this is the inher-
ent drawback of SfS). The reconstructed models were 
smooth as a whole, which revealed the preciseness of 
the pent-algorithm. 

 

  

  
Figure 10. Reconstructing 2 statues from real 

photos. In each row, the 1st column shows one 
of the 36 input photos (trimmed); the 2nd col-
umn shows the model reconstructed by the 

pent-algorithm. 

 
10. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, we have presented a novel volumetric 

SfS algorithm based on a pent-model. The algorithm 
first partitions the 3D space by a set of triangular pyra-
mid. Then the pyramids are cut by silhouettes into a set 
of pentahedrons, which constitute the pent-model of 
the visual hull. Finally, a mesh model is extracted by 
marching pentahedrons. The strategy of cutting 
faces/lines in 2D and then back-projecting them into 
3D is used by [3,4,11]. Our algorithm is different from 
those approaches in that the pyramids are object-
centered and transversal to the visual hull surface, so 
the intersections between pyramids and the visual hull 
surface are generally well defined. The object-centered 
structure of the pent-model is inherited from the dan-
delion model [14]. We declare our algorithm to be ro-
bust because (1) the topology of reconstructions is 
well-maintained by using the volumetric pent-model 
and (2) the intersections between a pyramid and the 
visual hull surface are well defined and thus ill-posed 

computations (occurring when the sampling ray is 
nearly parallel to the camera optical axis) can be 
avoided. The model building routine works in a per-
pyramid fashion, and each pyramid cut can be per-
formed quickly with pre-computed PSGs and reduced 
PSGs, so the algorithm is very fast. The pent-model 
discretizes the space in only 2 dimensions and thus 
allows each sampling point to slide in the fixed direc-
tion continuously and be located exactly on the visual 
hull surface, so our algorithm is precise. Quantization 
artifacts are eliminated in most surface regions repre-
sented by the top and bottom faces of pentahedrons so 
that a smooth visual hull surface can be obtained. 
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